Abstract-Most of mobile object trajectory clustering analysis to date has been focused on clustering the location points or sub-trajectories extracted from trajectory data. This paper presents TRACEMOB, a systematic approach to clustering whole trajectories of mobile objects traveling in road networks. TRACEMOB as a whole trajectory clustering framework has three unique features. First, we design a quality measure for the distance between two whole trajectories. By quality, we mean that the distance measure can capture the complex characteristics of trajectories as a whole including their varying lengths and their constrained movement in the road network space. Second, we develop an algorithm that transforms whole trajectories in a road network space into multidimensional data points in a euclidean space while preserving their relative distances in the transformed metric space. This transformation enables us to effectively shift the clustering task for whole mobile object trajectories in the complex road network space to the traditional clustering task for multidimensional data in a euclidean space. Third, we develop a cluster validation method for evaluating the clustering quality in both the transformed metric space and the road network space. Extensive experimental evaluation with trajectories generated on real road network maps of different cities shows that TRACEMOB produces higher quality clustering results and outperforms existing approaches by an order of magnitude.
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INTRODUCTION
W ITH advances in positioning technologies and the proliferation of Wifi/GPS-enabled smartphones, tablets and other handheld devices, we have witnessed an escalation of web-based and mobile location-aware applications with a torrent of location data, such as Google Maps, Apple's FindMyFriends, Yelp, Uber, Lyft, to name a few. As a result, huge amount of location data are being generated constantly, which has opened a promising and challenging analytical workloads to the data engineering community.
We can classify mobile object trajectory-based research, applications and services into three categories based on what information about trajectories is utilized in trajectory analysis. The first category analyzes trajectory data as position points rather than time series of locations and offers algorithms to query and mine point-based location data [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , for example, to find nearby points of interests or discover hot-spot locations where people like to gather during weekends and holidays. The second category focuses on identifying interesting sub-trajectories from the datasets of whole trajectories based on density or flow patterns of mobile objects [8] , [9] . For example, with sub-trajectory clustering, one can discover the congestion patterns on the segment of W Peachtree Street NE between North Avenue and 14th Street in Atlanta city. The third category of trajectory clustering analyzes and mines the whole trajectories of mobile objects. It treats trajectories, the time series of location points recorded along traveling paths of mobile objects on a road network, as units of data analysis. The purpose of clustering whole trajectories is to discover the grouping structure in a given trajectory dataset. Each trajectory cluster represents a spatial trend in motion or movement behavior of mobile objects, revealing valuable information about potential social connections and common interests of mobile users moving in a road network. For example, a trajectory cluster including a user's past trajectories can be used as the prospective search space for her location based service requests. Trajectory clusters, which imply mobile user behaviors, are also important factor to location-based marketing strategies. Whole trajectory clustering can provide better reference data for transportation planning based on the trajectory patterns and the traffic density in each of the trajectory clusters for more cost-effective road design.
Most of existing research on trajectory analysis belong to the first category-clustering location data points extracted from mobile object trajectories, and some of recent works fall into the second category, represented by discovering sub-trajectories of high density based on euclidean distance [8] or clustering sub-trajectories with significant traffic flows in addition to road-network distance based density [9] . However, few research efforts have engaged in clustering whole trajectories to date for a number of reasons. First, whole trajectories are time series of locations with different lengths (i.e., the number of locations per trajectory) and thus, any distance measure that relies on equal size trajectories may bias long trajectories over short ones even with regression methods that stretch short trajectories to the same size as the long ones. Second, trajectories are special type of time series data that are constrained by the road network since mobile objects can only move along road segments and turn at road intersections. Thus, they may overlap with one another partially wrt. the road segments. However, some partially overlapped trajectories represent distinctly different trajectory clusters when grouping full trajectories. Also, non-overlapping trajectories may be close to one another semantically or based on road network distance (e.g., mobile objects traveling on parallel roads), and thus, should belong to the same cluster. Therefore, we need a high quality trajectory distance measure that can correctly capture the complex characteristics of mobile object trajectories. Moreover, a distance function for whole trajectories should also be simple enough to support trajectory clustering on a large scale.
In this paper, we present a systematic approach to clustering whole trajectories of mobile objects traveling in a road network. We propose a three-phase clustering framework, called TRACEMOB, for TRAnsformation, partition Clustering and cluster Evaluation of Mobile OBject trajectories.
In the first phase, we compute the spatial proximity of whole trajectories by employing a Â b grid abstraction over the raw trajectory datasets. We customize TRACEMOB clustering algorithms by tuning the size of the a Â b grid cells to handle both metropolitan (dense) and rural (sparse) road networks with consistent and high clustering quality at scale. This development allows TRACEMOB to correctly cluster trajectories that are in parallel within certain spatial vicinity most of the time regardless of whether they have any overlapping road segments, and successfully separate trajectories that are far away from one another most of the time into different clusters even though they may share some road segments.
In the second phase of TRACEMOB, we develop TrajMap to transform trajectories in a road network space into d-dimensional points in a euclidean space. We tune the dimensionality d to ensure that trajectories that are within certain spatial proximity in the road network will be mapped to data points that are close in d dimensional euclidean space. In addition, trajectories that represent very different motion behaviors will be mapped to data points that are relatively far away from one another in d-dimensional euclidean space. One of the important features of our TrajMap development is to provide consistent and fair treatment of trajectories of varying lengths during clustering analysis. The TrajMap transformation enables us to effectively shift the clustering task for whole mobile object trajectories from the complex road network space into multidimensional data clustering in a euclidean space.
The third phase of TRACEMOB performs partition clustering on the multidimensional point images of trajectories, which are the output of Phase II. We employ a whole trajectory clustering validation model, consisting of an extensible set of clustering quality measures, to validate the quality of clustering analysis in both road network space and transformed d-dimensional euclidean space.
Our core contribution includes:
A novel grid-based distance measurement for road network trajectories for fast and accurate spatial proximity computation. An efficient mapping algorithm to transform complex trajectories in road network space into multidimentional points in euclidean space where the original spatial structure is highly preserved. An ABSTRACTION-TRANSFORMATION-VALIDATION framework which provides an end-to-end, configurable workflow for whole trajectory clustering analysis.
We allow users to iteratively execute the three phase clustering analysis of TRACEMOB by adjusting the settings of a Â b cell size, the dimensionality d and the number of clusters k during the abstraction, transformation and validation process. We conduct extensive evaluation on TRACEMOB using mobile traces generated on real road network maps of different sizes and density skewness. Experimental results show that TRACE-MOB effectively discovers the cluster structure of road-network trajectory datasets and runs an order of magnitude faster than the existing whole trajectory clustering algorithms.
The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 presents an overview of the TRACEMOB three phase clustering analysis framework. We provide an in-depth description for each of the three phases in Sections 3, 4, and 5 respectively. Experimental results are reported in Section 6. We discuss related work in Section 7 and conclude the paper in Section 8.
OVERVIEW
In this section, we first present the reference model of road networks and grid overlay of a road network. Then we give a brief overview of TRACEMOB three phase framework and system architecture for whole trajectory clustering.
Road Network Trajectories
A road network is modeled by a single directed graph G ¼ V; E ð Þ, where V ¼ fv 0 ; v 1 ; . . . ; v N g is a set of road intersections and E ¼ fðsid; v i v j Þjv i ; v j 2 Vg is a set of directed edges connecting the road intersections.
Each edge e ¼ ðsid; v i v j Þ 2 E is identified by the road segment id sid which connects two road intersections v i and v j in the real road network. The length of a road segment e ¼ ðsid; v i v j Þ is denoted by lenðeÞ.
We define a road network location as a tuple of three elements l ¼ ðsid; ðx; yÞ; tÞ, where sid is the identifier of road segment where the object resides, ðx; yÞ is the geometric coordinates of the object's location, and t is the timestamp when the location is recorded.
A road network trajectory Tr, denoted by Tr ¼ ðtrid; l 1 l 2 . . . l L Þ, is a time-ordered sequence of road network locations of length L and is uniquely identified by a trajectory identifier trid.
Grid Structure
Given a road network G, we refer to the minimum bounding rectangle (MBR) region that covers the entire road network as the universe of discourse, defined by UðGÞ ¼ RectðX; Y; W; HÞ, where X is the x-coordinate and Y is the ycoordinate of the lower left corner of the MBR corresponding to the universe of discourse. W is the width and H is the height of the universe of discourse. X; Y; W and H are system parameters to be set at the system initialization time.
Grid and Grid Cells. We define a grid overlay of the road network G by partitioning UðGÞ into a grid of contiguous rectangular cells of size a Â b. Formally, we define the grid overlay of G as follows: A GridðGÞ ðUðGÞ; a; bÞ ¼ fA i;j : 1 i
N ¼ dW =beg. a and b are system parameters that define the cell size of the grid. A i;j is an a Â b rectangle area representing the grid cell that is located on the ith row and jth column of the grid A GridðGÞ . Each cell entry A i;j is uniquely identified by its cell identifier cid, which is an integer in ½1; M Ã N.
(1) Position to Grid Cell Mapping. Let l:pos denote the geometric coordinates ðx; yÞ of a road network location l ¼ ðsid; ðx; yÞ; tÞ. Let A i;j denote a cell in the grid A GridðGÞ . Pmapðl:posÞ is a road network location to grid cell mapping, defined as Pmapðl:posÞ ¼ A d Adjacent Cells. Given a grid cell A i;j in a grid A GridðGÞ , we use adjacent cellsðA i;j Þ to denote the set of grid cells which share one edge with A i;j .
For presentation convenience, all the definitions in the rest of the paper are assumed to be given in the context of a road network G ¼ V; E ð Þand its grid overlay A GridðGÞ .
TraceMob Framework Overview
In this section, we give a brief overview of TRACEMOB with respect to its design consideration and its framework for whole trajectory clustering. Trajectories collected via GPS sensing are often quite long in terms of the number of the recorded locations, especially with frequent periodic sensing interval. Let Tr ¼ ðtrid; l 1 l 2 . . . l L Þ (1 L) denote a trajectory, and each trajectory location l i consists of the road segment sid and coordinate of ðx; yÞ. Long trajectories are those consisting of large number of location points and thus large L value. By utilizing road network characteristics, we can abstract road network trajectories using road segments without loss of data quality. Thus, a trajectory Tr ¼ ðtrid; l 1 l 2 . . . l L Þ can be alternatively represented by its road segment sequence, denoted by Tr E ¼ ðtrid; e 1 e 2 . . . e R Þ (e i 2 E; 1 i R; R minðL; jEjÞ). Similarly, the length of a trajectory Tr can be represented by either the number of location samples (L) or the actual length of the trajectory in miles or kilometers by summation of the lengths of all the road segments associated to the trajectory, namely lenðTrÞ ¼ lenðe 1 
An intuitive but na€ ıve approach to compute the distance between two trajectories is to measure the level of overlapping between the two trajectories by the length of their common road segments. We refer to such a road segment based distance measure as SegSD. Let lenðTr i \ E Tr j Þ denote the length of common road segments of two trajectories Tr i , Tr j , the distance between Tr i and Tr j can be computed as follows:
By design, the more common road segments and the longer the two trajectories are, the smaller the SegSD distance value will be. However, the SegSD measure has several inherent drawbacks. First, when the two trajectories do not have any road segment in common, SegSD will return the highest distance value of 1. Thus by SegSD, trajectories that have no common road segments even though are close to one another most of time in terms of spatial vicinity, such as two trajectories representing two traveling paths on nearby parallel roads, will be mistakenly treated as the most far away and most dissimilar. For example, in Fig. 2c , trajectories Tr 1 and Tr 2 are located on the same road segments. Trajectory Tr 3 is very close to both Tr 1 and Tr 2 but is located on different road segments. Using the segment-based distance function Tr 1 and Tr 2 are clustered together but Tr 3 will be incorrectly clustered into a separate cluster. Second, there is no distinction between two trajectories that share a subsequence of road segments and two trajectories that share disconnected common road segments if the total actual distance of the shared segments is the same. However, in reality, the former should be considered closer in terms of spatial distance than the latter.
To address these common problems inherent in the simple segment based distance measure, we introduce a grid based distance measure to compute the spatial distance between two whole trajectories. In the next section we will describe how TRACEMOB capitalizes on a roadnetwork aware grid structure to provide simple and customizable abstraction of spatial closeness of mobile object trajectories.
The TRACEMOB framework is designed to cluster mobile object trajectories in three phases. Fig. 1 shows the sketch of TRACEMOB architecture.
Prior to the three-phase clustering analysis, TRACEMOB initializes the system through a number of system-supplied configuration parameters (such as a Â b cell size) and userdefined parameters (such as the preferred distance measure, the number of clusters).
In Phase I, the raw trajectory dataset is processed according to the selected distance measure for computing distances between each pair of whole trajectories.
In Phase II, each trajectory is transformed into a d-dimensional point in a euclidean metric space by our trajectory mapping algorithm TrajMap. d is determined to ensure that the distance between any pair of trajectories in a road network is best preserved by the distance between the corresponding pair of points in the d-dimensional metric space.
In Phase III, we perform clustering on the trajectory embeddings. We employ k-means clustering with userdefined k and the optimal initial centroids [10] , followed by clustering quality validation. Note that the learned embedings in the previous phase can also be used in other analysis tasks such as regression or classification.
Our three phase clustering process for trajectory abstraction, transformation and clustering with validation can be executed iteratively and users can adjust the setting of some parameters, such as the dimensionality d, the number of preferred clusters k, to obtain customized clustering result. In the subsequent three sections, we will describe the technical details for each of the three phases.
We will use the grid cells as the building blocks for the TRACEMOB clustering framework. Though in this paper we use a grid topology with cells of equal size for simplicity, our methods can be easily extended to grids with cells of different shapes and/or sizes, such as an adaptive grid represented by a quadtree structure.
TRAJECTORY DISTANCE MEASURES
This section is dedicated to describe the technical development of Phase I. We first describe the grid-based representation of road network trajectories and define the concept of trajectory overlapping and introduce the Simple Grid-Based Distance measure (SGBD) as an intuitive baseline distance function. Then we analyze the weaknesses inherent in SGBD and introduce a number of key concepts, such as overlapping cell sequences, mergeable cells, proximity based trajectory intersection and union, to capture the complex spatial correlations between trajectories. We introduce the Grid Cell Sequence Distance (GridCSD) function as the recommended grid-based distance measure to compute the pairwise spatial proximity of trajectories.
Simple Grid-Based Distance Function
In TRACEMOB, each trajectory and its road network locations are indexed by the grid matrix A GridðGÞ . Thus, a trajectory Fig. 2a will be represented by a sequence of highlighted cells f13; 14; 10; 11; 12; 8; 4; 3g covering the trajectory path as shown in Fig. 2b .
Let jTr A j denote the grid cell cardinality of Tr, i.e., the number of grid cells in the grid cell sequence Tr A , and TcellsðTrÞ denote the set of grid cells that the trajectory Tr is passing through. We can define the concept of trajectory overlapping as follows. Let jshareðTr i ; Tr j Þj denote the cardinality of shareðTr i ; Tr j Þ, we devise a distance function, called Simple Grid-Based Distance Function, which computes the distance of two trajectories, Tr i and Tr j , as follows:
The SGBD distance function improves the segment based distance measure SegSD in terms of exploiting grouping opportunities for non-overlapping trajectories. For example, when trajectories do not share any common road segments but are very close to each other, the grid-based distance measure can more accurately capture the spatial distance of such trajectories than the road-segment based distance measure. Consider the example in Fig. 2c , all three trajectories are represented using the same sequence of grid cells. Thus, the grid-based abstraction and distance function can better reflect the spatial proximity of all three trajectories compared to the road-segment based distance function. However, SGBD treats common cells shared between two trajectories as independent cells. Thus it fails to take into account the continuity of the overlapping cells in the trajectory distance measure. It also does not consider the trajectories that are in adjacent cells but are within close vicinity. Consider Fig. 3b , although covered by separate sequences of cells, trajectories Tr 3 and Tr 4 are close to each other.
To address these problems, we introduce the second grid based trajectory distance measure as the recommended trajectory distance measure in TRACEMOB. We use jocsðTr i ; Tr j Þj to denote the number of cell sequences in ocsðTr i ; Tr j Þ.
Grid Cell Sequence Distance Function
Clearly, two trajectories are closer in distance not only when they share more common grid cells, but they may also have less number of overlapping sequences. This is especially true when two pairs of trajectories have the same number of common cells but one has less overlapping sequence than the other showing that their two mobile objects are more similar in their movement. For example, in Fig. 3a , we have jshare ðTr1; Tr2Þj ¼ jshareðTr2; Tr3Þj ¼ 4 and jocsðTr1; Tr2Þj ¼ 1 < jocs ðTr2; Tr3Þj ¼ 2. Intuitively, Tr 2 is closer to Tr 1 than to Tr 3 . 
Definition 3 (Mergeable Cells). Given two trajectories
Where d ik and d jq are the perpendicular distances from locations in subsequences s i and s j to the common edge of c i and c j respectively, as illustrated in Fig. 3c The left side of the inequality in Formula (4) measures the sum of the Lehmer mean L p (p ¼ 2) of these perpendicular distances.
Note that in our implementation, we accumulate the sum of these perpendicular distances as we compute Lðs i ; s j Þ so that at any point if the accumulated sum goes beyond d, we do not need to check further.
We use mergeðTr i ; Tr j Þ as a function to compute the set of mergeable cell pairs from two trajectories Tr i and Tr j , which is described in Algorithm 1. After computing the set of common grid cells shareðTr i ; Tr j Þ (line 2), the remaining cells in each trajectory (lines 3-4) are scanned to detect pairs of mergable cells (lines [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] .
The purpose of mergeable cells is to capture the proximity of parts of trajectories residing in adjacent cells but are still close to each other wrt. a distance threshold d. Note that we can set d to minða; b;
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi a Â b p Þ since each cell area defines a measure of the spatial proximity in the road network space. When we compute the intersection of two trajectories, we consider both their common cells and mergeable cells so that we do not miss any grouping opportunities. 
Based on the proximity-based intersection and union of two trajectories, we formally define the Grid Cell Sequence Distance function-GridCSD, to measure the pairwise distance of trajectories in the road network.
Definition 6 (GridCSD). The distance of two road network trajectories Tr i and Tr j is measured by the distance of their grid cell sequences, denoted by GridCSDðTr i ; Tr j Þ, which is computed from their proximity-based intersection and union as follows:
Where w ¼ 1=jocsðTr i ; Tr j Þj if jocsðTr i ; Tr j Þj > 0, otherwise w ¼ 1.
GridCSD in Formula (7) by design takes into account both the overlapping grid cells and mergeable grid cells from two trajectories and are in favor of longer common cell sequences. By GridCSD, two trajectories have smaller distance value if they share more common cells or mergeable cells or have a smaller number of overlapping cell sequences. The weight w ¼ 1=jocsðTr i ; Tr j Þj in Formula (7) is to ensure that if two pairs of trajectories share the same set of cells, then the pair of trajectories that share longer overlapping cell sequences (i.e., less number of overlapping cell sequences) will have smaller GridCSD distance. GridCSD is normalized in the range of ½0; 1. Compared to SegSD and SGBD, GridCSD is more advanced and it works for both trajectories that share common portions and trajectories that have no overlapping segments or no overlapping cells but are still close to one another in terms of spatial trajectory proximity. Therefore, GridCSD captures the spatial proximity of trajectories more accurately than segment based distance measure (segSD) and simple grid cell based distance measure.
Choice of Cell Size. The grid cell size defined by a and b is tunable in TRACEMOB. For example, for rural area, the road network is sparse and thus the grid cell size can be relatively larger compared to the grid cell size for road networks of metropolitan cities. In the first prototype of TRACEMOB, we let system administrator or end user to set the lower and upper bounds of the segment count per grid cell, denoted by n l and n u . Given that segments are not uniformly distributed across a road network, the average number of road segments per cell should be within an appropriate range defined by ½n l ; n u . Thus a and b should satisfy the following condition: n l b jEjÂaÂb HÂW c n u , where jEj is the total number of road segments in the road network G ¼ V; E ð Þ with H and W as the height and width of the MBR of G.
Similarly, the threshold d for mergeable cells is also a tunable parameter. The default setting for d in the first prototype of TRACEMOB is minða; b;
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi a Â b p Þ, which considers trajectories in adjacent cells to be closer by GridCSD.
Complexity Analysis. We can see that a trajectory with larger grid cell cardinality than that of another trajectory describes a mobile object traveling through a larger space since grid cells are identical units. While a larger road segment cardinality of a trajectory than that of another trajectory can not deduce whether the mobile object travels through a larger space or not without computing their lengths. Thus, the grid-base representation itself gives better measures on its size and space coverage than the road-segment based representation, which will benefit the measurement of trajectory distance. All three distance functions GridCSD, SGBD and SegSD are based on Jaccard coefficient formula over sets, which takes the size of the intersection of two sets divided by the size of their union, and are normalized between 0 and 1. They need to scan the two cell sequences (for GridCSD and SGBD) or two segment sequences (for SegSD) to compute the overlapping grid cells or road segments. Therefore, SGBD takes OðjTr iA j þ jTr jA jÞ. GridCSD takes Oð3 Ã ðjTr iA j þ jTr jA jÞ þ jL ij jÞ since it needs to scan for continuous common grid cells, meargable cells and the location points L ij within possible meargable cells. While SegSD requires access to not only the road segments but also the geometry points of the road segments to compute their lengths so it takes OðpðTr iE Þ þ pðTr jE ÞÞ, where pðTr iE Þ, pðTr jE Þ are the numbers of geometry points in the underlying road network forming the road segments in Tr iE and Tr jE .
TRAJECTORY MAPPING
In this section, we present the technical development of Phase II of our whole trajectory clustering-Mapping each trajectory into a d-dimensional data point. This transformation enables TRACEMOB to better optimize the whole trajectory clustering process. If we utilize the pairwise distance values obtained in Phase I to perform k-means algorithm directly over the road network trajectories, we will face two technical challenges. First, we need to choose the k trajectories to serve as the k initial centroids, and the existing statistics based algorithms for selecting the best initial centroids are all developed for euclidean space [10] . Second, we need to address the problem of clustering validation since most of cluster validation metrics developed to date are designed for evaluating the quality of clustering datasets in euclidean space. This motivates us to develop TrajMap to transform each trajectory into a d-dimensional point in a euclidean metric space. d is determined to ensure that the distance between any pair of trajectories in a road network is best preserved by the distance between the corresponding pair of points in the d dimensional metric space.
In terms of trajectory mapping, we need to address two key issues: how to select the best initial projection axis and how to determine the best dimensionality d for a given trajectory dataset. In the rest of this section, we first give an overview of the TrajMap algorithm. Next, we give an in-depth discussion on these two key challenges in Sections 4.2 and 4.3 respectively, followed by an illustrative example of the trajectory mapping process. After mapping trajectories to d-dimensional image points, we use the partition based approach to clustering, i.e., given an integer k, we want to partition a set of N trajectories into k clusters. We choose to use the traditional k-means algorithm because of its efficiency and simplicity. In addition, in many trajectory-based application scenarios, the values of k are usually determined a priori. 
Algorithm
2. TrajMapðT ; DðÞ; dÞ Input: (1) A set of N objects T ¼ fTr 1 ; Tr 2 ; . . . ; Tr N g (2) Trajectory distance function DðTr i ; Tr j Þ (3) Number of dimensions d Output: A set of N points P ¼ fP 1 ; P 2 ; . . . ; P N g in a d-dimensional space 1: for iter ¼ 1 to d do 2: choose Tr a and Tr b which maximizes DðTr a ; Tr b Þ 3: if iter ¼ 1 then 4: ðTr a ; Tr b Þ chooseInitialPivotsðT ; DðÞ; repÞ 5: end if 6
Transforming Trajectories Using TrajMap
TrajMap takes three input parameters, a set of N trajectories, the pairwise trajectory distance function D, the desired dimensionality d, and transform them into N points in a d-dimensional space such that the original distances are preserved. Concretely, TrajMap performs the trajectory mapping task in an iterative manner for d iterations. Each of its d iterations includes three components as displayed in Algorithm 2: (1) finds two pivot trajectories to form a projection axis (line 2-7) given a distance function, in the first iteration, the function chooseInitialPivotsðT ; DðÞ; repÞ is invoked to select the most accurate pivot trajectories wrt. the road network space to form the first projection axis (2) projects the trajectories on the projection axis to compute their coordinates (line 8-11), (3) utilizes the new coordinate x iter ðP i Þ and
, which will be used in the next iteration. We also develop a cost function, called I preserve , for determining the best d at each iteration, which allows TrajMap(ðT ; DðÞ; d u Þ) to take the system supplied upper bound d u and iteratively tune the d parameter such that the best d Ã may be smaller than d u and has the lowest cost in terms of I preserve . The final result of TrajMap is a set of N d-dimensional points, which will be the input for Phase III of our clustering framework.
TrajMap is implemented by extending FastMap [11] , which is linear on data size N since it requires OðdNÞ distance computations to complete the transformation. The main extensions include the grid based trajectory distance function, the selection of the initial pivot trajectories considering both trajectory distance and trajectory maximum coverage and the cost function for determining the best d Ã at each iteration.
Algorithm to Select Initial Projection Axis
It is important to choose appropriate pivot trajectories in the first iteration such that the pivot trajectories are the farthest apart trajectories in the given dataset, since TrajMap computes the d-dimensional coordinates of the trajectories' images through projections. A critical decision is whether using the grid-based trajectory distance function alone is sufficent for selecting the pivot trajectories. We observe that by definition of GridCSD, trajectories that have no overlapping cells and no mergeable cells will have the same maximum GridCSD value of 1. Thus, two trajectories have the maximum GridSCD value does not imply that the two trajectories are the farthest apart in a road network. Fig. 4 (Fig. 4d) of Tr 1 and Tr 3 is larger than that of (Tr 1 , Tr 2 ) (Fig. 4b) and (Tr 2 , Tr 3 ) (Fig. 4c) , which makes Tr 1 and Tr 3 more separate than the other pairs. This motivates us to introduce the Cell Bounding Coverage of two trajectories and add the maximum cell bounding coverage condition in choosing the initial pivot trajectories for TrajMap. The algorithm for choosing the pivot trajectories first computes the pairwise trajectory distance using GridCSD (or SGBD or SegSD). Then for those pairs of trajectories that have the highest GridCSD value, we compute their CBC values and choose the pair of trajectories with the maximum CBC as the two pivot trajectories in the first TrajMap iteration as described in Algorithm 3. Instead of using the number of repetition (rep) as done in Algorithm 3, we can alternatively use a convergence condition such that if the CBC value of the two pivot trajectories computed in the current iteration is similar to the CBC value of the two pivot trajectories computed in the previous iteration by a given threshold g, then the algorithm terminates.
Cost Function for Determining d
Intuitively, the larger the number of dimensions d is for the projected trajectory image space, the better TrajMap preserves the distances of original trajectories in the d-dimensional trajectory image space. A small d may lead TrajMap to have less satisfactory distance preserving quality. But large d may lead to high computational cost due to overmapping. Therefore, we limit the dimensionality for TRAJ-MAP to an upper bound d u supplied by the system. The actual d will be an integer in ½1; d u which minimizes the following cost function:
The cost function I preserve evaluates the distance preservation of TRAJMAP transformation, which is the average of the stress index I stress and the Kendall tau metric I ordering . The stress index measures the relative difference of the pairwise distances in the d-dimensional space from the pairwise distances in the original space: 
An Illustrative Example of TrajMap
We provide an illustrative example of how TrajMap algorithm works with sample road network trajectories in a small part of San Jose city, as shown in Fig. 5 . We have seven trajectories in different colors which belong to two clearly separate areas in the map. Trajectories Tr 0 , Tr 1 , Tr 2 are in the left area. Trajectories Tr 3 , Tr 4 , Tr 5 , Tr 6 are in the right area. Using GridCSD, we compute their pairwise distances in the road network space. The GridCSD distance matrix is shown in Table 1 . Obviously, the pairwise distance for two trajectories from two areas are 1.0. Now, suppose we want to map the trajectories into a 3-d space. TrajMap will project these trajectory objects on three selected axis iteratively to get their 3-d coordinates (d=3). Note that TrajMap only needs pairwise distance values as an input for its projection computation. We denote the coordinates as x 0 ; x 1 ; x 2 . Concretely, in the first iteration, Tr 2 Tr 3 is chosen as the projection axis as Tr 2 and Tr 3 are farthest apart due to their maximum pairwise distance and their largest cell bounding coverage. Choosing Tr 2 Tr 3 as the projection axis guarantees that the pairwise distances will be preserved relatively among the input objects after projection. Next, we project all the objects onto Table 2 .
The final 3-d points which represent the original trajectories in a 3-d space produced by TrajMap are visualized in Fig. 6a . Notice that the two clusters can be detected visually in the 3-d scatterplot, proving that GridCSD and TrajMap are able to preserve the original spatial structure of the input road network trajectories. Using segment-based distance SegSD as the input distance for TrajMap will introduces inaccuracy as trajectories are close but barely have overlapping road segments are considered far apart. As plotted in Fig. 6b , when mapping the same trajectories to 3-d space using SegSD, the original spatial structure is poorly preserved.
CLUSTERING AND CLUSTER VALIDATION
In Phase III of TRACEMOB, we employ k-means clustering over the projected trajectory images in the d-dimensional euclidean space with user-defined k and the optimal initial centroids [10] followed by clustering quality validation.
To measure the clustering quality, we perform the cluster validation in both the trajectory image space where k-means clustering is performed, and the original road network space where clusters of d-dimensional points are mapped back to clusters of trajectories.
In the d-dimensional space, we evaluate the clustering of N image points P 1 ; P 2 ; . . . ; P N into a set of k clusters, denoted by C P ¼ ðC 1 ; C 2 ; . . . ; C k Þ using the well known within cluster sum of squares (WCSS) of the euclidean norm jj:jj which measures the WCSS distance from a trajectory image point P j to its assigned cluster center m i :
The smaller WCSS value implies the better clustering quality. After obtaining the clustering result C P ¼ ðC 1 ; C 2 ; . . . ; C k Þ, we replace each point P j in a cluster C i with its corresponding trajectory Tr j and output the final trajectory clusters C G ¼ ðC 1 ; C 2 ; . . . ; C k Þ. We adapt the Silhouette Index [13] , a popular method for cluster validation, to measure cluster quality in the road network space.
Definition 8 (Spatial Silhouette Index). Given a cluster assignment C G ¼ ðC 1 ; C 2 ; . . . ; C k Þ of a dataset of N trajectories, the spatial Silhouette Index of C G , denoted by SSI, is measured as follows:
Where The intuition behind SSI is that for trajectories Tr i and Tr j which are grouped together in a cluster, Tr i and Tr j are considered tightly grouped if their cell bounding coverage tightly wraps around them. We measure this tightness, denoted by tfðTr i ; Tr j Þ, using their CBC divided by the sum of their grid cell cardinalities, which is 
EXPERIMENTS
For performance comparison, we implement TRACEMOB with three distance functions: GridCSD, SGBD and SegSD. These implementations are called GridCSD-TraceMob, SGBS-TraceMob and SegSD-TraceMob respectively. We perform four sets of experiments to analyze the effectiveness of the TRACEMOB trajectory clustering framework. We show the effectiveness of using TRACEMOB with the GridCSD function for preserving the spatial structure of trajectories as well as for producing highly accurate clustering results compared to SGBS-TraceMob and SegSD-TraceMob. Furthermore, we show that the grid based approach runs much faster than the segment based approach (SegSD-TraceMob) and the direct trajectory clustering without transformation. We implement a k-means clustering with GridCSD using the PAM (Partitioning Around Medoids) algorithm [14] which performs clustering directly on the road network trajectory dataset. We call this implementation GridCSD-PAM. The PAM algorithm is a variant of k-means, in which it computes in each iteration the medoid of a cluster as the center of the cluster instead of the centroid as computed in k-means. A cluster medoid is an object of a cluster whose average distance to other objects in the same cluster is minimal, which is easier to compute than a cluster centroid when applying for trajectory clusters. We implement our algorithms using Java and all the experiments are conducted on a PC with Intel Core i7 CPU of 2.4 GHz and 8 GB of main memory.
Datasets and Parameter Settings
Datasets. To evaluate the TRACEMOB with both urban and rural road networks at different scale of trajectory datasets, we modify the event-based simulator GTMobiSim [15] to generate mobility traces on real road networks. We use maps of the real road networks of North West Atlanta (ATL) and West San Jose (SJ) which are obtained from U.S. Geological Survey data [16] . The road network of Kings County, New York (KNY) is obtained from the TIGER/line shapefiles collection from U.S. Census Bureau [17] . The information about these networks are shown in Table 3 . ATL map is a rural/suburban road network with low density of network topology. SJ map is a suburban road network with higher density of network topology, which means higher density of road segments and junctions. KNY road network topology is of urban style with the highest density among all three maps. Concretely, we use the roadnet trip model. The start and end locations in each trip of a mobile object are randomly chosen from a predefined set of hot spots on the map. Each object moves independently of others, under the speed limit and speed distribution defined for the road segments. The speed limits are set for each type of road at 30 mph for residential, 55 mph for highway, 70 mph for freeway and 30 mph for freeway interchange. Object speeds are chosen from a Gaussian distribution with a standard deviation of 0.2 times the mean, which is the road segment speed limit. The objects are simulated to travel following the shortest routes to reach their destinations as in real life traveling. The trajectory locations of an object are recorded every 5 seconds during its trip. Thus, the trajectory datasets generated reflect user movement along the real world road networks. We generate test datasets of size from 1,000 to 10,000 trajectories for each road network in our experiments. Fig. 7a, Figs. 7a and 7c show the 1,000 mobility traces generated on the road networks of ATL, SJ, and KNY, called ATL1, SJ1, KNY1 datasets, plotted as light green polylines on ATL map, SJ map and KNY map respectively.
Dimensionality. To choose the number of dimensions for mapping, TRACEMOB uses simple random sample T s of 10 percent of the dataset to compute I preserve by running TrajMap for each value of d from 1 to d u ¼ 50. The value of d which minimizes I preserve will be selected. ATL1, SJ1 and KNY1 are also used as sample datasets to select the optimal dimensionality d Ã for the TRAJMAP trajectory transformation. The value of the best d to use in different implementations of TRACEMOB is reported in Table 4 .
Cell Sizes. To determine the grid structure and its matrix representation, a grid cell size needs to be supplied to the trajectory distance computation module. A user can provide their desirable cell size or use the suggested cell size generated by the system. In the latter case, we use a quad grid of size 2 m Â 2 m . Given that a cell area defines the spatial proximity in the road network G ¼ ðV; EÞ, to select the best grid cell size for trajectory clustering purpose, we suggest that a grid cell should cover the portions from an appropriate number road segments. For example, if we choose a grid cell to cover an average of 1 to 3 road segments, then m can be determined to satisfy the condition of 1 b jEj 2 m Â2 m c 3. In our experiments, the cell size is by default set to ½186m Â 220m and ½176m Â 218m, which are equivalent to the same grid size of ½2 6 Â 2 6 , for ATL and SJ maps respectively, so that the average number of road segments residing in a grid cell is in the range of ½1; 3. Similarly, the default cell size for KNY map is set to ½194m Â 164m for KNY map, which is equivalent to the grid size of ½2 7 Â 2 7 . In Section 6.5 we will evaluate the effectiveness of TRACEMOB by varying grid cell sizes. Fig. 8 shows the I preserve computed for each d from 1 to 50 to find the best d for all three TraceMob implementations, GridCSD-TraceMob, SGBD-TraceMob and SegSD-TraceMob. For example, in GridCSD-TraceMob which uses the GridCSD distance function performing on Atlanta datasets, the best d is 40 which minimizes I preserve . We can see from Fig. 8 that as d increases, I preserve decreases, indicating that all the transformations preserve the spatial structure of the original trajectory better with increasing d, until d reaches the optimal point in the given range. The values of I preserve for GridCSD decrease faster and are smaller than those of SegSD and SGBD, which shows that using GridCSD for the transformation helps better preserve the spatial structure of the trajectories than using SGBD and SegSD. The reason is that SegSD produces distances of 1 (recall that all three distance functions are normalized between 0 and 1) for all pairs of trajectories which do not contain overlapping road segments, no matter how close they are in the road network space. SGBD performs slightly better than SegSD because it uses the grid-based representation and considers the common grid cells in two trajectories, which can correct the problem of two trajectories which are close but do not share common road segments. However, it still produces inaccuracy where trajectories do not have overlapping cells or their mergeable cells dominate. This is corrected by the GridCSD function, which considers both the common and mergeable grid cells, as well as adding weights to favor longer common cell sequences. Therefore, GridCSD describes accurately the spatial structure of the original trajectory dataset and also well preserves the spatial structure of data in the image space.
Spatial Structure Preservation
Cluster Validation
We show the evaluation of clustering results by analyzing both the within cluster sum of square and the spatial Silhouette index (SSI). The value of k supplied for k-means clustering varies from 1 to 15. Fig. 9 displays the results for the ATL1 dataset. Recall that SSI is proportional to cluster quality, while WCSS is reversely proportional to cluster quality. Fig. 9a shows that the clustering result produced by SGBDTraceMob has slightly better quality than that of SegSDTraceMob for all values of k. While there is a big gap in all values of WCSS produced by GridCSD-TraceMob compared to the other two approaches. Thus, GridCSD-TraceMob produces a better clustering structure than SGBDTraceMob and SegSD-TraceMob. The clustering quality validation results for the ATL1 and KNY1 datasets are similar and are omitted due to space limit. In Fig. 9b , for most values of k, GridCSD-TraceMob produces results with the highest quality in terms of Spatial Silhouette Index. SGBDTraceMob stays close to GridCSD-TraceMob for most of k values. However, SegSD-TraceMob starts to show decreasing SSI values when k reaches 9. GridCSD-TraceMob remains to be the highest quality in terms of SSI for all k values, whereas GridCSD-PAM shows the lowest SSI values, demonstrating the effectiveness of TRACEMOB trajectory clustering framework compared to directly clustering whole trajectories using GridCSD-PAM.
Performance Evaluation
We have analyzed the effectiveness of using TRACEMOB with the GridCSD function for preserving the spatial structure of trajectories as well as for producing highly accurate clustering results. This set of experiments is to evaluate the efficiency of GridCSD-TraceMob in terms of time complexity. For a fair comparison, we use the same values of d ¼ 50 to run GridCSD-TraceMob, SegSD-TraceMob, SGBD-TraceMob instead of using the best d used in the previous experiments. We also use the same value of k ¼ 10. We compare the running time of the three implementations on ten datasets of varying sizes from 1,000 to 10,000 trajectories. Fig. 10 shows that GridCSD-TraceMob and SGBD-TraceMob are scalable and run up to an order of magnitude faster than SegSDTraceMob and GridCSD-PAM as the data size increases for both ATL map and SJ map. This shows the inefficiency of perform clustering directly in the road network space where the centroid of a set of trajectories is costly to compute, given that partition based clustering requires iterative computation until it converges. Combining Fig. 10 with Fig. 9 , we show that the grid-based trajectory clustering approach consumes less trajectory distance computations while yielding better clustering quality. Fig. 11 plots the statistics about the number of cells in each grid-based representation and the number of road segments in each segment-based representation of a trajectory in ATL and SJ datasets. It shows that the road segment cardinality of a trajectory approximately doubles its cell cardinality. Also, SegSD needs to access the geometric points of a road segment in the map to compute its length, which ranges from 2 to 34 points in ATL map, and 2 to 26 points in SJ maps. Thus, each GridCSD or SGBD computation requires much less time than SegSD computation (recall the complexity analysis in Section 3). Since the performance of the transformation phase heavily depends on the input distance function, that makes GridCSD-TraceMob and SGBD-TraceMob achieve big savings in time compared to SegSD-TraceMob. Fig. 12 compares the running time of the Phase III of TRACEMOB by varying the sizes of trajectory data for all three distance based schemes. The measurement reported for each scheme is the running time for clustering the trajectory image datasets of KNY maps with d ¼ 50, i.e., datasets of 50-dimentional points, using k-means clustering algorithm. It shows that the time complexity of the k-means clustering is increasing as the size of trajectory dataset increases for all three approaches but for each given dataset, the running time for k-means clustering is quite similar for all three distance metrics. Fig. 13 shows the running time of Phase II and Phase III of GridCSD-TraceMob compared to the direct clustering scheme GridCSD-PAM for KNY datasets. We can see that running time of k-means clustering is negligible (in the range of 1 to 7 s) compared to that of TrajMap mapping ( ranging from 138 to 761s). Note that the preprocessing phase of TRACE-MOB consumes a very short amount of time ( less than 1 miliseconds in all cases). Thus, the transformation phase mainly contributes to the cost to run each TraceMob scheme. It is also clearly shown in Fig. 13 that our indirect clustering approach, i.e., mapping trajectories into multidimensional points and running clustering task in the multidimensional euclidean space, is up to 6 times faster than running clustering task directly in the complex road network space.
Varying Cell Sizes
We measure the performance of GridCSD-TraceMob by varying the settings of grid cell size for both rural map (ATL) and urban map (SJ). We run GridCSD-TraceMob over the dataset of 5,000 trajectories for each map. Fig. 14 shows the measurement results for different settings of grid size. At the grid size of 32 Â 32 (i.e., 2 5 Â 2 5 ), each cell covers an average of 8 road segments in ATL map, 13 road segments in SJ map and 23 road segments in KNY map. At the grid size of 512 Â 512 (i.e., 2 8 Â 2 8 ), each cell covers an average from 0 to 1 road segments for all three maps. The results show that the running time increases as the size of the grid cell decrease, which means that the number of cells in the grid increases. The increased running time can be attributed to the increased number of cells representing each trajectory as the cell size decreases, and thus trajectory distance computation takes longer time during TrajMap transformation. We can also see that TRACEMOB runs faster for ATL map and SJ map, which are rural/suburban road networks which are less dense than SJ map, which is an urban road network. KNY map has the highest density of network topology, thus, TRACEMOB runs the longest for KNY map. In addition, the running time increases less for ATL map and SJ map than for KNY map when the grid cell size decreases. Recall the statistics reported in Fig. 11 , we can see the length in terms of the number of cells per trajectory on average in ATL datasets is shorter than that in SJ datasets. Also, the number of road segments intersects with a grid cell of the same size on ATL map is smaller than that on SJ map. Thus, GridCSD computation is faster for trajectories in ATL map than in SJ map, which is further confirmed by the results shown in Fig. 15 . Figs. 15a and 15b show the clustering quality measurement in terms of WCSS and SSI respectively by varying cell sizes. We can see that choosing too large cell size or too small cell size will result in poor clustering quality. The most suitable grid size (2 6 Â 2 6 ) for ATL and SJ maps and (2 7 Â 2 7 ) for KNY map give better clustering structure for the trajectory dataset with the lowest value of WCSS and the highest value of SSI.
RELATED WORK
The TRACEMOB development is related to and inspired by the research in grid indexing and in trajectory clustering.
Grid Indexing. The notion of a grid partition of the search space was first introduced with the grid file [18] , where a grid structure is used to provide multikey access to files. For location-based services, existing work [1] , [2] , [4] also use the grid structure to support range and k-NN queries in memory which were shown to be more efficient than the traditional R-tree based solutions. These methods aim at managing individual positions of mobile objects, not their moving paths as a whole. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to use the grid structure of a road network to represent and compute the trajectory dissimilarity wrt. clustering in trajectory-based services. Compared to the widely used location point-based representation and segment-based representation of trajectories, our grid-based representation offers better performance at reducing the data space as well as capturing the spatial correlation of trajectories.
Trajectory Clustering. Research in trajectory clustering to date can be classified into three categories based on whether data points, sub-trajectories or whole trajectories are used as the units of clustering.
Point-based approaches use each position point in trajectories as the clustering unit and cluster a trajectory dataset by transforming trajectories, the time series of location points, into a large location position dataset, and then applying traditional clustering algorithms to cluster position based location dataset instead of directly clustering whole trajectories [5] , [6] , [7] . Clustering results in this category can help identify hot spots but fail to discover sub-trajectory or whole trajectory patterns.
Subtrajectory-based approaches use sub-trajectories as the unit of clustering and aim at clustering sub-trajectories of the whole trajectories to discover interesting sub-trajectory clusters. In these clustering schemes, trajectories are first split into trajectory fragments [8] , [9] , [19] which are used as the clustering units. TraClus [8] cuts whole trajectories into line segments at sharp turns, and clusters the line segments based on euclidean distance and density measures. Although performing well on free movement trajectories, such as the movement of hurricanes or animals, TraClus fails to work effectively for trajectories in road networks. NEAT [9] addresses this problem by introducing the flow-aware and road-network aware techniques to partition whole trajectories into sub-trajectories of interest and clusters the sub-trajectories using road-network distance and flow-based density measures. In subtrajectory clustering, the unique movement of a mobile object is ignored since different sub-trajectories of a whole trajectory may belong to different sub-trajectory clusters.
In contrast with the first two categories, the third category treats whole trajectories as the clustering units. Whole trajectory clustering presents a challenging technical issue: how to measure the distance between two whole trajectories without bias of long or short trajectories and take into account approximately parallel trajectories. The EDR [20] and ERP [21] metrics, which use Minkowski and Edit Distance, only work on trajectories of equal size. ERP is extended in the approach in [22] which adopts the Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) clustering algorithm for uncertain trajectory clustering.
To deal with trajectories of different sizes, several approaches are proposed. [23] , [24] , [25] use dynamic time warping (DTW) distance to stretch trajectories by repeating their coordinate values, then compute the euclidean distance on the stretched trajectories. Most algorithms require pairwise similarity comparison as a core component function, and consequently such similarity computation becomes the bottleneck for these algorithms. A recent paper [26] is the first to develop a UCR suite, which offers high efficiency for mining time series as large as a trillion in length. One attractive future direction for TraceMob is to leverage the UCR approach [26] for whole trajectory similarity computations. LCSS [27] and its variants are based on subsequence matching, instead of complete sequence matching like aforementioned approaches. [28] uses a mixture model based clustering algorithm with regression components as trajectory clusters. Expectation-Maximization (EM) is used to estimate which component each trajectory belongs to. However, this approach is only suitable for short trajectories, such as gene trajectories or trajectories that can be expressed as a function of time in order to use regression based transformation. Another approach [29] adapts the traditional hierarchical agglomerative clustering algorithm. The trajectory distance is measured by computing the shortest path distance between every pair of vertices from two trajectories, which takes Oðnlogn þ mÞ for a network of n vertices and m edges. Clearly, this approach has very high computational cost and fails to scale to clustering large trajectory datasets. The work in [30] improves the computational complexity of [29] by using a simple distance measure based on the number of shared road segments between two whole trajectories and then employs FastMap [11] to transform trajectory datasets to high-dimensional data points. However, this approach fails to handle some common cases: (i) trajectories that have no common road segments but are in parallel within certain spatial vicinity most of time, (ii) trajectories that belong to distinct clusters though they have some shared road segments, and (iii) segment based distance measure tends to bias long trajectories over short trajectories. Also, there is no tuning of dimensionality to preserve the trajectory distance in the transformed multidimensional euclidean space. Furthermore, existing distance measurements in whole trajectory clustering examine all the recorded positions in a trajectory, which is inefficient and often unnecessary for road network trajectories. Recently, Zheng [31] gives a comprehensive overview of trajectory data mining, with a Section on trajectory clustering, focusing on trajectories in free spaces (i.e., without road network constraints) and several free space distance measures. With these problems in mind, TRACEMOB by design aims at meeting the dual objectives of whole trajectory clustering: the clustering distance measure should capture the complex spatial characteristics of trajectories in road networks, and yet simple enough to support trajectory clustering on a large scale.
CONCLUSION
We have presented TRACEMOB, a systematic approach to clustering whole trajectories of mobile objects traveling in road networks. This paper makes three original contributions. First, we introduce GridCSD to measure the distance between two trajectories of varying lengths. It fully captures the spatial proximity of trajectories in a road network and works effectively for both trajectories that share common road segments and trajectories which are non-overlapping but still close to each other. Second, we develop TrajMap by extending FastMap, which transforms mobile object trajectories in a road network space into d-dimensional points in a euclidean space while preserving the original pairwise distances of road network trajectories. We achieve this objective by carefully selecting the initial pivot trajectories and iteratively refining the dimensionality d during the transformation. Third, we evaluate the clustering quality in both projected trajectory image space and the road network trajectory space. Extensive experiments demonstrate the utility of our three phase framework for whole trajectory clustering and show that GridCSD-TraceMob outperforms the simple grid based approach (SGBD-TraceMob), segment based approach (SegSD-TraceMob) and direct clustering over road network trajectories (GridCSD-PAM) in terms of both clustering quality and time complexity. Edward Omiecinski received the PhD degree from Northwestern University, in 1984. He is currently an associate professor with Georgia Tech in the College of Computing. He has published more than 60 papers in international journals and conferences dealing with database systems. His research has been funded by NSF, DARPA, and NLM. His currently funded work deals with the discovery of knowledge in cardiac imagebases, which is a collaborative effort between Georgia Tech and Emory University researchers. He is a member of the ACM and the IEEE Computer Society.
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